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AIR POWER IN WAR

by

Air Chief Marshal Sir Charles F.A. Portal, G.C.B., D.S.0.,

M.C., Chief of the Air Staff ■

The conquest- of the air has revolutionised the art of war. It has changed
the whole way of life of every combatant people. These facts were -widely

recognised before the outbreak of the present war. Most of the countries of

Europe, feeling themselves threatened by the ever more aggressive attitude of

Nazi Germany in the late 1930's, organised, air-raid defence measures on a large

scale, Indeed, the possible consequences of air warfare to the civil population

seem to have been more clearly foreseen than the effects of the use of air power

on the development of warfare as a whole and in particular upon the tactics of

the naval and military forces of belligerent States, Those responsible for the

equipment and conduct of the armed forces of a great State must necessarily move

with caution, for complete defeat may be the dreadful price of a mistake. That

is why, as Admiral Mahan points cut in a famous passage, the application of newly
discovered weapons is almost invariably slower than the potentiality of those

weapons would warrant. There .are dangers in technical conservatism as well as

in experimentation, and victory may reward that nation which most rapidly adapts
the theory and practice of its armed forces to the use of some crucial new weapon,

Germany gained devastating successes at the beginning of the present war,

successes which brought her within aN ace of final victory, before effective

resistance could be organised. That she made a fuller use of the air weapon

than any of her opponents was one of the main secrets of her success.

Owing to her slowness to rearm, Great Britain began the war against Nazi

Germany in an air inferiority of 1 to 4, Not only could the Germans put four

aircraft into the sky for every one which could be flown by the R.A.F., but the

R.A.F, were also compelled to continue using large numbers of aircraft which were

already obsolescent. In the months preceding the war the most strenuous efforts

had been made to provide us with modem aircraft. These efforts, as all the

world knows, bore fruit just in time to turn the tide at a later stage in the war,

but at first the R.A.F. possessed only a fraction of the resources, required to

guarantee the security of Great Britain, ■ On the one hand, our force of fighter

aircraft was inadequate for the air defence of the most vital objectives in

Britain, including London, the largest and most vulnerable target for air attack

in the world* On the other hand, we possessed a totally inadequate striking

force of bombers, with which to hit back at the enemy.



The Winning of Air Superiority

It is important to emphasise these facts today, not in order to revive dead

controversies, hut to explain the conditions under which the R.A.F, has had to

work in the past and under which to a considerable extent it. still works* Our

air resources have never approached cur requirements and we have therefore had

to decide how best to distribute what we have* Naturally, the first need has

been to defend our base. Not only is the security of this country vital if the

war is to be continued in Europe at all, but it was essential to ensure that

production was not unduly interrupted in what is one of the main sources of supply
of armaments to the United Nations throughout the world, ¥e have therefore had to

concentrate on the building, up of our fighter force and of Coastal Ccmnand, which

assists the Navy in tho vital work of keeping open the sea lanes to this country.

Then, after the entry of Italy into the war, wo had to "build up strong forces in

the Middle East to prevent the enemy overrunning Egypt and securing access to all

the Middle Eastern countries and the Indian Ocean, which form one of the main

bastions in the defence of our Empire

¥e could not be strong everywhere. All we could do at first was to ensure

that we were strong a.t the essential points and wc had to accept that this could

only be achieved at the expense of weakness 'elsewhere. Our relative weakness was

accentuated by the strategical advantage possessed by the enemy, with his central

position and short lines of commanioa.t ion.

As a result wo have net with many grave reverses which have given rise to

severe criticisms of the R.A.F, To our groat regret we have been unable to

provide the air forces required in all places throughout the world and have thereby

exposed land and sea forces to fighting under the disadvantage of inadequate air

assistance. Unfortunately this ha.s been inevitable. If wc had dispersed cur*

resources more than we have done wc should have been weal: everywhere and we should

probably by now have lost tho war.

lam glad- to say' tha.t the situation is now quickly improving. On the one

hand, Germany has undertaken a great new campaign against Russia involving the

dispersal of her air resources over a very large area and the addition of the

powerful Soviet Air Force to the strength of the United Nations, On the other

hand, large numbers of aircraft which have for some time boon flowing to the R.A.F.

from the American factories arc new making their weight felt. These factors,

coupled with our own efforts, are bringing us rayaidly to the time when the United

Nations will have decisive air superiority over the Axis in all parts of the world*

The Importance of air superiority in battle was realised by many before the

war. Our experience has shown it clearly for all to see* In a. battle between

two otherwise equal opponents, it is tho side with air superiority mat wall win.

This is as true for land and sea battles as it is for purely aerial ones.

Finally, air superiority plays an essential part in the destruction of the enemy
*
s

will to make war, which is the final aim of cur strategy. The achievement of

general air superiority ever the enemy must therefore he one of our cardinal aims.

Increasing, demands for aircraft

Although our strength is rising constantly and numerical parity with the

enemy has been achieved, we have by no moans net all our requirements, and it can

safely be said that we shall never do so. New demands are always arising, and

will continue to arise, more quickly than, vac can meet then.

The entry of Japan into the war created vast new requirements in India and

the Far East; the increasing threat to our positions in the Middle East compelled

us to increase our forces there considerably; tho intensification of tho U-boat

war against our shipping has meant that an increasingly large proportion of our

resources ha.s had to be devoted to reconnaissance and to the hunting down of

submarines. As the range of cur airorofx increases the -rea. oi sea which they

can patrol increases still more sc that it is necessary to employ a. far^ larger

number of aircraft to cover it completely. Moreover, experience of this war



has shown that Naval forces can rarely operate in narrow seas within the range of

powerful shore-based air striking forces, so that more and more of the work

previously done by the Navy is new being taken over by the R,A,F, In this

sense more and more seas arc becoming "narrow seas"; the Mediterranean as a whole

is rapidly coning into this category.

Another need created by the present war has been for long range aircraft for

transport purposes. Hero the enemy had the advantage of a large stock of obsolete

bombers and these he used with great effect to transport supplies and men. Because

we reamed later than the enemy we had no such stock of obsolescent aircraft avail-

able; we have had to make do with an inadequate number of transports supplemented
where necessary by operational aircraft diverted from their proper role. It will

be a long time before we have all the transport aircraft that wo need.

The development of air-borne forces has meant that much work has also now to

be done in adapting aircraft for the release of parachutists and for the towing of

gliders* The building of gliders and the training cf their pilots detract from

the resources which would otherwise bo available for operating powered aircraft.

It is our constant endeavour to increase the adaptability of the basic types

of aircraft to enable them to undertake efficiently the many calls that arc now

made, A heavy bomber can bo used as a heavy transport and communications air-

craft, as a long distance aircraft for sea. reconnaissances, as a mine-layer, as

an ambulance, etc, ’what is basically a fighter can be used also for high altitude

reconnaissance, tactical reconnaissance with the Anay, low level bombing and cannon

fire attacks on ships and land targets. The very adaptability of aircraft means,

that the demand for them must go on increasing, and that we can never have all

that wc need*

The development of Anglo-American Air Power

The R,A,F has been fortunate in having behind it great ‘productive resources.

The British aircraft industry had been growing fast before the war, and lias made

great strides since, until it has become directly or indirectly the greatest single

employer of labour in the whole country, per a long time it had to give particular
attention to the production of modern fighters, which alone could secure our base

against enemy air attack. Thanks to the makers of Hurricanes and Spitfires the

R.A.P, wa,s able to achieve a decisive victory in the Battle of Britain in 1940,

Fighters are still required in very large numbers, but it is now possible to give

greater attention to the production of heavy bombers, and large numbers of four-

engined heavy bombers one being produced every month.

The R.A.F. could never have beeone what it is today without American assistance

on a large scale. For sone tine Lockheed Hudson medium, bombers have been providing
much of the reconnaissance over the sea carried out by Coastal Command* American

Curtiss fighters and Douglas and Glenn Martin bombers have played an essential part

in air operations in the Middle East. The reinforcement of the R,A.P. with these

and other typos of aircraft was .already taking plane on a large scale before

America entered the war. TALth the enormously increased scale of production that

has become possible now that she is in, and with the aid of the American crews

and ground personnel now taking their place in the fight beside those drawn from

all parts of the world who have hitherto manned the air units of the United

Nations, we can hope to build up combined forces far greater than those which the

R.A.F could have dreamed of achieving alone*

The demands for air forces for defensive purposes arc numerous and compelling;

as I have explained many of those ane essential and have to be met. Nevertheless,

one of the soundest rules in war is to allot the miniaura for defence in order to

keep the maximum for attack. It should soon bo possible to say that the minimum

necessary for defence has been provided and wc oan then concentrate our efforts

on building up the mighty striking force which alone oan pave the way to

victory.



The Bomber Offensive

The large scale bomber offensive against Germany has been in all our minds

since the beginning of the war. Until recently our bomber force has been a

comparatively small one* Even so, it has been able to deal many heavy blows at

ports and centres of German industry and communications. It has also been largely
instrumental in compelling the Gormans to maintain in the West a considerable force

of long range bombers and well over one-third of their fighter force, at a time

when she could ill spare them from the Eastern front. It has thus made an

important contribution to maintaining the strategical, position of the United

Nations, However, what they have achieved is as nothing .compared with what they
are now beginning to achieve and what, with the help of the American bomber force

destined for this country, they soon will achieve,

Now that the R.A.F. is beginning to build up a large force of bombers capable
of carrying a really hoa.vy load, it is possible to develop a. new technique of

delivering highly concentrated and destructive raids on vital enemy targets* The

results so far have been most successful, The first was the raid on the Renault

Works outside Paris on the night of March 3* This great; works was turning cut

tanks and mechanical transport for the Gomans on a very large scale. In the

course of one night’s raid it was put totally out of action. Some of the photo-

graphs taken after the attack arc reproduced elsewhere in this number, and readers

will be able to see for themselves what was accomplished. This raid was followed

soon afterwards by an, equally suoccssful attack on the port of Lubeck, and then by
raids on four successive nights on the town of Rostock, where an important Heinkcl

aircraft fant cry is located* These rtlfis were a. foretaste of still larger raids

to core.

On the 31st May, over one thousand aircraft were despatched to attack the

town of Cologne, and two nights later a. similar number attacked the Ruhr, These

raids set a new standard for large-scale concentrated bombing* The results

justified all our expectations. At the expense of relatively small losses of

aircraft the defences of the areas attacked were completely overwhelmed, and an

enormous amount of destruction was caused. Cologne in particular suffered badly

and largo areas of the city arc devastated*

These enormous raids have brought home to the people of Germany, perhaps for

the first time, their vulnerability to air attack. The effects must have extended

far beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the Rhineland, No town in Western

Gemary can now consider itself safe and as the nights lengthen the area which cur

bombers can cover in darkness extends* Soon it will be possible once again to

reach Berlin and other cities in the Eastern half of the Reich,

Let it not be imagined that the effects of this bombing are confined to the

civil ’population and tha.t the military results are small and remote• Our bombs

are attacking the factories and workshops which are constructing tanks, lorries,

aircraft and submarines upon which the enemy*s striking power is founded. They

are thus assisting in the common struggle against the enemy in the same way as

if they were being dropped on tanks in the field or on submarines at sea* They

are doing more than this; they arc striking at the German nation and at the roots

of its will and power to make "war. They are taking the war into cnery

territory in a way that has not occurred since the Napoleonic wars. They arc

destroying the legend, so successfully built up by Hitler and his fellow Nanis,

that Germany was secure and unassailable and that war could take plane only in

other countries. The Russians in the East and the R.A.F, in the host arc

already preparing in Germany a state of demoralization*

The tine is not very far off when the British and American bomber squadrons

in England will be able to destroy the industry and power of Germany at a rate

which cut strips repair, When that time comes, veil the average German long

resist the conclusion that the war is no longer profitable and the Fuehrer no

longer worth following*

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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